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Create Amazing Polymer Clay Animals TodayLearn everything you need to know about working

with polymer clay and making polymer clay animals. This book is for anyone who wants to learn

about working with polymer clay. It is for those who are interested in making animal creations out of

polymer clay and understanding how they can create their own projects. It is also for anyone who

just wants to sit down and have a little bit of fun creating cute animals out of polymer clay. You will

learn everything you need to know so that you choose the correct polymer clay for you. You will

learn about the tools you will need when you are just starting to work with polymer clay. You will

also learn exactly how to create different animals by using polymer clay. By the time you finish

reading this book you are going to be able to create several different animals out of polymer clay as

well as create your own projects. You will be able to move on to more difficult, detailed and realistic

looking projects. You are going to understand how you can take a picture of any animal and use

your polymer clay to create a tiny replica of the animal.  Why You Must Have This Book! > In this

book you will learn how to create adorable polymer clay animals. > This book will teach you the

steps to creating several different animals out of polymer clay> In this book you will learn how to add

fur to your polymer clay creations. > This book will guide you through every step to creating each

polymer clay animal. > This book will teach you how to ensure your clay is not too soft or too hard

for you to work with.> In this book you will learn all the tips and tricks you will need to make sure

your creations come out the beautifully. What YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll Discover from the Book

Ã¢â‚¬Å“Polymer Clay: The Ultimate Beginners Guide to Creating Animals in 30 Minutes or Less!**

Why you need to try out different brands of polymer clay and why you need to create color chips for

each clay you purchase.  ** How to make sure your colors do not smudge and what to do if they do

smudge. ** Step by step instructions on how to create a cat with fur. **The importance of having a

designated work space. **What to do to ensure you do not transfer polymer clay colors do not

transfer from your hands to your projects. **How to make sure you store you polymer clay so that it

does not dry out or go bad.  Let's Learn Together! Hurry! For a limited time you can download

Ã¢â‚¬Å“Polymer Clay The Ultimate Beginners Guide to Creating Animals in 30 Minutes or

LessÃ¢â‚¬Â• for a special discounted price of only $2.99 Download Your Copy Right Now Before

It's Too Late! Just Scroll to the top of the page and select the Buy Button.
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I'm not sure how anyone could give this anything other than a one star rating. There are no pictures,

only instructions. There are only instructions for five or six animals. The pictures on the cover of the

book are of totally different animals than the ones that the instructions are for. You can't have an

effective craft book without pictures. It just doesn't work. I think this "author" is just trying to make a

quick buck. There's no way the four and five star reviews are legitimate. Don't bother!

I can't understand why anyone would leave anything but a 1-star review for this book. Unfortunately,

I paid full price (purchased too quickly without doing my research) and boy do I regret it! DON'T

MAKE THE SAME MISTAKE I DID!First, don't plan on making any of the animals on the cover,

because none of them are in the book.Second, there are no step-by-step pictures. What kind of

crafting book wizardry is this?Third, there are "links" that are just sentences in bold and underline,

but without an actual address listed, rendering them useless for a printed book. Hello?Fourth, it's

tiny. One could print this on 9 sheets of paper and then fold them in half and there would be the

entire book.



I gave this book one star because 0 stars was not an option. This book is not worth $4.99 much less

$49.00. It's tiny, there are no color photos and what few photos there are can barely be made out. I

bought this for my 12 year old granddaughter who just started working with clay. I will not be helpful

in the least! I might as well have tossed $50.00 out a car window! I am so mad right now I could bite

through a nail! Don't waste your money on this publication.

Yet another art/craft instruction book without pictures. Even if the writing is superb (it isn't) and the

instructions are clear and concise (they aren't), a book about polymer creations without pictures is

BOR-ing. Meh.

I paid AUS $86 for this book thinking I had purchased a really good instructional book to help me

learn about Polymer Clay. When I picked it up I was horrified to find that my 'Book' was no more

than a few pages of poorly printed drivel. The introduction says,"Thanking you for Downloading this

Book" !!!!!!! And it constantly makes reference to various downloads and YouTube videos, none

which the links are shown.So to sum up AUS $86 for a mere 15 pages of drivel. That is $5.73 per

page !!!A complete rip off!!! DO NOT GET SUCKED IN AT ANY COST!

Aww. There are no pictures that go along with the explanations on how to make things. So

disappointing.

Very wordy book, no pictures except on the cover. No step by step depicting the process. Very

disappointing book. A waste of time.

I am glad this book was free. I was really expecting step by step instructions with pictures of how my

clay balls were supposed to look. I did learn a couple of hints on how to handle the clay, so the book

was not a total loss.
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